MARIA GOWER DESIGNS
HAND CRAFTED FLORAL JEWELLERY AND BRIDAL TIARAS

PRESS RELEASE

ORNAMENTS FOR INDIVIDUALS WHO VALUE QUALITY,
UNIQUENESS AND DO NOT NEED TO FOLLOW OR BE TOLD
WHAT IS IN FASHION
I first came across this strange modelling material a long time ago, as an art student in Poland. The
clay was pliable but did not dry out as quickly as ceramic and when fired, retained the delicate look of
porcelain but had the strength of resin and to my delight coloured beautifully to any shade I wanted. It
also had a curious characteristic of “remembering” its original shape - once fired it always springs back to
its original form even if it becomes distorted later. Moreover, it was light and simply ideal for the
jewellery I had been designing for some time and which - for the lack of the right medium - had to be
kept at a drawing stage only.
In the early 80-s, after graduating in textile design and already settled in London, I recalled my
spell as a jewellery designer and with the desire of looking for something to do, started a small business,
re-creating my old designs, adding new ideas - such as the decorated pottery. A couple of friendly potters
created vases in shapes I had suggested and a new design was born - a bowl or vase with a cluster of
flowers climbing down its side, looking in, growing out of its surface. Most of my designs are based on
my favourite flower - the rose. My ambition is to create with every item of jewellery or decorated pot, the
idea of a miniature living plant, with a complicated array of twigs, leaves, buds and flowers. I adore
making them, creating every one as a unique object, different to the previous, constantly changing colours
and adding new elements.
At present, my products include such staple jewellery items as brooches in various sizes and
shapes – some like intricate Victorian medallions, delicate earrings (in drop, stud and clip-on versions),
flamboyant bouquet necklaces and hair clips. I have recently added to my range a collection of exquisite
floral bridal tiaras and wedding jewellery. Each tiara, made with best quality Swarovski crystals, crystal
pearls and individually made roses, lilies, perfectly shaped leaves and other floral elements is a one-off
piece – created for each unique bride. There is also a range of wedding jewellery to match – smaller
version of tiaras for bridesmaids, necklaces, earrings, corsages and smaller hair ornaments. Even
matching tie pins and cuff links for the groom are provided. This is an ever-changing and growing
collection; when one items disappears from it forever another one replaces it – different but equally
beautiful.
Jewellery is a medium of information between people. It fulfils human desire of auto creation.
Who am I?
Through my jewellery I send some signals to the world which are not understood by everyone,
and those, sadly, don’t interest me. I create for those who accept my style. I also create for friends; those
who I know and those whom I haven’t met yet.

